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Industrial UAV with super long endurance of 4 HOURS

and operating radius of 20KM
Can be used for oil inspection, power inspection, wind power inspection and other long - time air -

holding operations

Since 2014, rapid progress in the development of UAV, such as low cost, convenient transportation,

easy operation and simple maintenance etc, especially its vertical take-off and landing and stable

hovering ability, makes the UAV is very suitable for inspection work, such as oil production and

development process of monitoring and maintenance of power transmission line monitoring and

maintenance, testing and maintenance of wind power tower, etc.

The use of UAV in these industries can not only save the labor and labor of manual monitoring, but

also ensure the early detection and early repair of problems, which can reduce the loss to the

minimum.However, due to the energy density of the batteries, the current battery powered UAV can

fly for up to 30 minutes and cannot work beyond the horizon.

Richen Power Ltd has developed GRIFFIN, a hybrid inspection drone.The hybrid power system is our

company's technical advantage product, which can provide the UAV with an ultra-long endurance of

4 hours with a load of 2KG (most monitoring equipment weighs less than 1KG) and a working radius

of 20km.This allows the GRIFFIN drone to work over-the-horizon inspections on its planned flight

path.We have a wealth of experience in system integration, can be tailored to the specific needs of

customers technical solutions.

The following is the solution of oil pipeline inspection to introduce Richen's inspection UAV --

GRIFFIN, which is mainly divided into three parts: flight platform, camera module and power system.
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GRIFFIN flying platform
lightweight, easy to access, suitable for different types of equipment

Physical parameter

Body material One-piece carbon fiber Paddle
34 inch high strength
carbon fiber paddle

Shaft spacing 1400 mm height 450 mm

Empty weight 14.5 kg
The maximum diameter

1471 mm

Fuel tank capacity <10 L landing gear Retractable

Performance parameter

Flight ceiling <1500m Working radius 22 KM

Recommended
working height <1000m

Maximum
take-off weight 18 KG

Life time <=240 min Protection level IP53

Maximum flying speed 20m/s Climb speed 3.5 m/s

Cruising speed 8m/s speed of decent 3.0 m/s

Operating temperature -20°C to 40°C
Minimum
takeoff and landing site 2m*2m

Working radius 20 km environment humidity < 95%

Flight mode

Program control
autonomy + remote
control
Route inventory or
real-time planning upload

Hover accuracy
Vertical direction ±0.5m

Horizontal ±1.5m
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Photography system
Richen's GRIFFIN UAV is perfectly adapted to various lenses, which can meet the

requirements of various inspection missions.Both day and night operations are

available.It can be used as guard by night and patrol by day.

See the figure below for details:
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hybrid power system
Various types of power systems provide the UAV with different load and time

 H2 ： Payload 2kg

 H2PLUS : Payload 5kg
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Inspection process of GRIFFIN UAV
1. Take-off preparation

Fire up the GRIFFIN drone to warm up.Open the ground station, locate and capture the current
location, link the ground station to the drone.

Clean working interface : what you see is what you get

2. Mission route planning

According to the task planning, set up the route, flight point, flight altitude, cruise speed,
working radius, etc.Various flight modes can be set according to user needs.After a key to take off,
no remote control operation.

Set flight parameters with one key
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one-click takeoff

3. Take off for inspection

GRIFFIN UAV does not need remote control to operate. After taking off with one click, the UAV
will fly according to the set route. The staff only need to operate the ground station on the
ground to control the UAV in all directions.If additional observation and shooting tasks are
required in a certain location, the remote control can be used for precise control.After this small
mission, the GRIFFIN drone returns to its set course for further missions.
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4. Real-time view effect

The GRIFFIN is equipped with extremely long distance image transmission equipment, which can
receive the current picture of the drone in real time from the ground station and use the
equipment to process the image.After the flight mission, the initial image processing is also
completed, and it can decide whether some flight points need more sophisticated detection or
not according to the processing results.Whether manual inspection is required.

5. Follow-up data processing
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Personalized solutions for the oil industry
 Oil pipeline inspection

Thousands of miles of oil pipelines are an important part of the oil field.
Because of the long oil pipe line and remote way area, topography is complicated, difficult to
monitor pipeline leakage, and artificial inspection needs to face bad weather such as strong
winds, heavy rain, in addition, those around complex along the pipeline, facilities were often
man-made destruction, stealing oil is often happened, the external factors and human factors
greatly increase the difficulty of inspection, the resulting inspection omissions, will have
incalculable consequences.

The griffon UAV can be equipped with a high-resolution infrared thermal imaging cradle head,

which can quickly locate fault points through clear infrared thermal imaging images. In addition,

the powerful night vision function of the infrared thermal imaging cradle head can work at night

without obstacles, and find and deal with problems in the first time.6 ~ 180 mm, can zoom in

distant view line details at any time, will clear video real-time transmission, to achieve zero

corner no blind spot inspection, at the same time equipped with three-axis stabilization yuntai,

image stabilization precision is 0.01 ° or less, the perspective of stability, can better patrol oil

pipeline, timely found oil leakage and rapid processing of use is not restricted by geographical

conditions, environmental conditions, and the light, discover potential safety hazard in time,

reduce the major accident risk, guarantees safe transportation for oil at the same time, also can

reduce energy waste, effectively prevent environmental pollution.
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 oil exploration

Oil exploration area is located in remote mountainous area or at sea, general oil field, has a wide

distribution depot, in the process of oil exploration, in order to search and find out the oil

resource, the GRIFFIN drones can carry yuntai, infrared thermal imaging temperature

measurement range, up to 20 ℃ ~ 150 ℃ , can quickly map exploration area of thermal

infrared, the surface topography data, detailed surveying and mapping, landform features to

understand underground geological condition, if the line directly through towns and villages,

lakes, or high value cash crops growing areas such as area, may make appropriate adjustments in

a timely manner, reduce oil exploration and exploitation of task difficulty,

Determine the favorable areas for oil accumulation, and explore the oil area, effectively reduce

the work intensity, greatly improve the work efficiency, and prepare for oil extraction.

 Production equipment failure detection

The safety of large-scale equipment in petrochemical enterprises is the key factor to ensure its

normal operation. The equipment in the plant area is huge and complex, with a wide distribution

area, and all of them work under high temperature and pressure conditions. As a result, the risk

of equipment failure is high, the scope of manual inspection is large, and the difficulty is high.
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GRIFFIN drones can carry 800 * 600 yuntai, infrared thermal imaging to monitor equipment

thermal fault in the screening and periodic testing, give full play to its advantages, through

infrared thermal images can reflect the status of equipment safety fast, not affected by the

climate and environment, through the temperature difference between imaging to detect target

temperature anomaly judgment, timely "sniffing"

whether there is leakage of volatile organic

compounds, and quickly disposal measures, to

ensure the timely repair leaking location, improve

production efficiency at the same time put an end

to all kinds of leakage hidden trouble to the greatest extent, completes the prevention and the

remedial measures to avoid unnecessary loss and safety accidents,To provide security for the

work of enterprises in the oil field.
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 Marine oil monitoring

At present, the global oil trade is very significant, and the international oil trade transportation

mainly by sea, so it is difficult to avoid large area of the spill transport ship accident, when

offshore oil accident, it is necessary to real-time monitor the scene of the accident, at this point

the GRIFFIN UAV strong wind and rain will be put to good use performance, can be in the wind

stability take off and perform the monitoring tasks, one key off function is not restricted by the

Marine environment, automatic air patrol, comprehensive and intuitive monitoring the state of

oil spill and offshore oil operations, etc.,

Through monitoring data, monitoring images and accident handling mechanism, the site

situation can be quickly grasped and accurate and reasonable decisions can be made.

 Oil explosion rescue

Petroleum and petrochemical are inflammable and explosive. When a fire breaks out, the flames

of refinery and chemical plants will produce a lot of smoke, which often covers the real ignition

point, making it difficult to judge the spreading trend of the fire. When conducting emergency

fire rescue, fire fighters will investigate the fire point at close range, which is extremely

dangerous.

GRIFFIN drones can be relying on its strong power, to 20 m/s speed quickly arrived at the scene

of the fire, under high temperature and high humidity environment can be up to close

investigation task, cooperate to carry 800 * 600 high resolution infrared thermal imaging

reconnaissance, yuntai to hover in the air its powerful ability to penetrate smoke, can quickly

find the real point of ignition, accurately judge the trend of the spread of the fire, and transmit

real time back to the command center, command center for a more accurate risk analysis and

scientific rescue command scheduling, control and prevent the further spread of fire, to
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effectively avoid loss of life.

Other Uses of GRIFFIN

 Power patrol

The Richen powered GRIFFIN drone, equipped with high-definition cameras, can patrol the

complex transmission lines: illegal trees, illegal buildings, new lines, new buildings, construction,

and large equipment moving inspection;Fixed-point inspection: concrete bar, tower, base, cable,

transformer equipment;Fine inspection: shockproof hammer, pull wire, wire clip, connector,

porcelain bottle, spring pin and other inspection contents;The abnormal circuit was found in real

time, and the data of multiple tasks could be compared. The characteristics of fast circuit patrol

speed and emergency instantaneous speed, and the defects were found, and the information

was provided in time, which avoided the power failure of the line and saved the loss of high

power failure cost.
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 3D Mapping

The ruizhen powered GRIFFIN drone, coupled with a 3D laser scanning device, can

take accurate 3D measurements of ground targets at altitudes ranging from 100m

to 450m, with an accuracy of up to 10cm.

Its low cost and flexibility extend 3D aerial survey technology to a wider range.

Not only in the military has a wide range of applications, in water conservancy,

electric power, traffic, flood control, landslide monitoring, forestry and other fields

have a very wide range of applications.
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 Photovoltaic inspection

Solar power generation is developing rapidly all over the world, and there is no danger of

depletion.Safe and reliable, no noise, no pollution emissions, absolutely clean (no pollution);

Free from the limitation of resource distribution area, the advantage of building roof can be

used;Electricity can be generated locally without the need for fuel and transmission lines.

This series of advantages, but because of its large number of light absorption plates and wide

area, it is very difficult for the staff to detect it. The Richen powered GRIFFIN UAV, coupled with

infrared camera, can quickly identify the problem of a certain equipment plate, and the staff can

carry out accurate maintenance.

 Port inspection

Marine issues have always been a matter of great concern to countries all over the world. Due to

the large area of oceans and ports and the large number of vessels, law enforcement officials

have encountered great difficulties.Using a Richen’s GRIFFIN drone, equipped with

high-definition cameras, it can monitor the behaviour of incoming ships from a distance.Once

problems are found, ships are sent to sea for inspection, greatly improving the efficiency of

maritime law enforcement teams.
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 Mine inspection

For the vast mining area, slope inspection records and monitoring records are very important.Regular

inspections are conducted quarterly, monthly for high and steep slopes, and regular safety and

stability inspections for pedestrian and transportation non-work areas.With the use of Richen

powered GRIFFIN UAV and HD camera, the weekly slope displace men monitoring pile number and

position monitoring ledger can be established, and the monitoring results cabe recorded and

compared.Timely discovery of potential safety hazards to ensure the safety of people and property.
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 Wind power inspection

As a kind of clean energy, wind power is developing rapidly all over the world.

However, due to its super high characteristics, its maintenance and inspection is a very risky

work.Using deep motivation of the GRIFFIN drones, tie-in hd camera, can build all power tower

3D model of wind farms, can take on each blade cracks, off the paint, and bolt looseness

problem, in addition to simple power tower monitoring appearance, you can also use the UAV

for generator parts to clean oil, in addition to the ice in winter, etc.No need for people to climb

the tower, greatly reducing operating costs and risks.
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Thank you for reading!

If you have any question

please contact us

Address : 54 Shunren Road B-4 Shunyi district ,Beijing,China

Tel : 86-18500655122

Email: taoyun@richenpower.com

mailto:info@richenpower.com

